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ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

The conference will emphasize the theme “Futuristic Nursing: Navigating Beyond the Horizon”

This conference is a multidisciplinary program with broad participation with members from around 
the globe focused on learning about various facets of nursing and healthcare research. 

The  provides an opportunity to network with global th5  International Conference on Futuristic Nursing
nursing university and the nursing experts in it like your nursing colleagues, academicians, 
researchers, and clinical practitioners who will present evidence-based practices and research for 
improving patient care quality and safety, as well as healthcare delivery systems in global health. This 
conference provides a wonderful opportunity for all nursing professionals to learn about current 
trends in nursing practice around the world. 

Narayana College of Nursing, Nellore and Society for Nursing Practices (SFNP) in association with 
BioLeagues Worldwide, Organizes the th th“5  International Conference on Futuristic Nursing” on 29 & 

th30 October 2022 at Narayana College of Nursing, Nellore, Andhra Pradesh , India

Distinguished Nursing Professionals including speakers, researchers, nursing practitioners, 
academicians, nurses, healthcare professionals, midwives, clinicians, Health industry personnel and 
Students from around the world will present outstanding research that informs improvements in 
nursing practice, education, and management at this conference. 

Join us for a discussion of the most recent scientific Nursing data, to network with your peers, 
exchange skills and experiences, and empower yourself with the most up-to-date information to take 
Nursing field and push forward your career to the next level. You will undoubtedly appreciate your 
participation in this meeting.

ABOUT Society For Nursing Practices
Society For Nursing Practices is one of the renowned professional 
associations caring for people. SFNP is a non-profitable professional 
association meant for development in the field of Nursing Science & 
Healthcare. SFNP is an international forum for nurses, academicians, 
nurse researchers, clinical practitioners and nurse administrators for 
sharing knowledge and innovation in the field of Nursing Science & 
Healthcare. SFNP aims to bring together nurses to encourage 
intellectual development and providing opportunities for networking 
and collaboration.

SFNP meets with its objectives through academic networking, 
meetings, conferences, projects, publications, academic awards and 
scholarships. SFNP strives to enrich from its diverse group of advisory 
members. SFNP delivers access to its members the industry's most 
essential technical information by organizing conferences, 
workshops, annual convention meeting and provides networking 
opportunities both locally and globally. Members have the ability to 
stay current in their chosen profession, connect with peers, and invest 
in their future.
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ABOUT Narayana College of Nursing

Today's graduates can find abundant opportunities in such fast-expanding areas as home care, 
community health, other outpatient sites, long-term care, schools, nursing management, as well as 
hospitals and ambulatory care settings.

Narayana College of Nursing, Nellore is one of the leading nursing institutes in state of Andhra 
Pradesh particularly in the region of Nellore, delivering quality professional education. Its continued 
endeavor to achieve excellence has earned an enviable academic reputation in the state of Andhra 
Pradesh and its neighboring states. Narayana College of Nursing aims to meet this critical 
challenge of preparing nurses for professional practice. At Narayana College of Nursing, students 
are taught the principles of Caring, Excellence and Integrity, and exposed to the finest of caring and 
learning environment, wherein they learn, grow, and flourish in the best traditions of professional 
education.
The college offers world class infrastructure, unparalleled technical expertise, a diligent faculty and 
above all a stimulating environment for students to pursue their studies and acquire hands-on 
training under the guidance of senior faculties of nursing and at the multi-specialty teaching hospital 
and nursing colleges.

Today's nurses must be knowledgeable and analytical, caring and creative. At Narayana College of 
Nursing, nursing students are provided comprehensive education, both theoretical and practical, 
designed to sharpen critical thinking skills, stimulate scientific inquiry, develop effective practice and 
cultivate qualities of compassion and caring, fully integrating theoretical learning with clinical 
experiences within a caring environment.

A stint at Narayana College of Nursing will be a perfect launching pad to a bright nursing career with 
multiple options.

Today's healthcare delivery systems demands sophisticated, competent professionals with a 
background that enables them to work in varied settings. At Narayana College of Nursing, students 
gain excellent academic exposure through various continuing nursing education programmes, 
conferences, workshops, an exhaustive library and visits of eminent personalities.

    For more information about college
https://www.narayananursingcollege.com/index.php
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 VENUE ABOUT COUNTRY
India, a country that occupies the greater part of South Asia, is the 7 largest country by area. It covers 
an area of 32, 87,263 sq. km, extending from the snow-covered Himalayan heights to the tropical rain 
forests of the south. It is a home to some of the earliest civilization on the Earth and has a rich heritage 
and myriad attraction. India is a country that is known for their monuments of various architectural 
designs that are uniquely weaved. It stands apart from the rest of Asia, marked off as it is by 
mountains and the sea, which give the country a distinct geographical entity.

Nurses are two-thirds of health workforce in India. Their central roles in health care delivery in terms 
of promotion, prevention, treatment, care and rehabilitation are highly significant. Nursing today has 
witnessed several changes, successes and challenges through a lot of stride and movement.

ABOUT CITY: NELLORE
Nellore The Heart Of Rich Agriculture

Nellore is a beautiful city lying on the banks of River Penna, in the South Indian state of Andhra 
Pradesh. Anciently known as VikramaSimhapuri, it derived its name from "Nelluru", a combination of 
Tamil words "Nel" and "Ooru" where Nel stands for Paddy and Ooru means Place. It serves as the 
headquarters of the district.

Situated on the banks of River Penna, it is known for its rich agriculture. It is the one of the most 
populous city in Andhra Pradesh, also, holding its position as the administrative headquarter of Sri 
Potti Sri Ramulu Nellore District. Nellore, due to its historically significant and rich cultural past, has 
contributed a lot to the field of art as well as literature.

Even though a large percent of its population is rural and dependent on agriculture, it is witnessing 
an increase in the number of educational institutions and businesses, helping it gain a new found 
stature as a city. The city is also home to several significant historic temples and heritage sites that 
witness a large number of devotees and tourists throughout the year.
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NELAPATTU BIRD SANCTUARY
It is the largest breeding ground for Grey Pelicans where one can 
watch them in their nests from just a few feet away. It is also home to 
other rich bird species like Open Bill Stork, Spoon Bill, White Ibis, 
etc. It is strongly recommended to carry your camera while visiting 
the Nelapattu Bird Sanctuary.

PULICAT LAKE
Pulicat is a small and beautiful seaside town. The major attractions 
of Pulicat are the beach and, particularly, the bird sanctuary. Every 
year between October and March, thousands of migratory birds 
can be observed here among which Flamingos are the most 
common.

UDAYAGIRI FORT
Udayagiri Fort is a hidden gem for tourists near the city of Nellore. Located in Udayagiri, it is situated 
at a distance of 95 Kms from Nellore, Andhra Pradesh. Udayagiri Fort is a rare combination of the 
great architecture of various different cultures.
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS
Nellore  is home to major temples like Ranganatha Temple, Narasimhaswamy Temple as well as 
Barah Shaheed Dargah. Apart from temples, it is also home to the rich Nelapattu Bird Sanctuary as 
well as Pulicat Lake.

JONNAWADA TEMPLE
Believed to have been constructed in 1150, it is dedicated to 
Goddess Kamakshi : an incarnation of Shakti. The temple is located 
right next to Lake Kachpateertham. It is believed that a holy dip in 
this lake can wash away bad karma.

MYPADU BEACH
A perfect getaway for tourists visiting Nellore! Fresh air from the sea 
as well as the scenic beauty of mother nature around you, will keep 
you asking for more. A peaceful time as well as total relaxation of 
mind is guaranteed.



CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES
SFNP is dedicated and believe that it is a Best-globalized opportunity to reach the largest 
assemblage of participants from the scientific community and research who are eager to learn more 
about your various innovation in Nursing and Healthcare. 

¯ To explore ways in which practice informs clinical nursing research.
¯ To highlight programs of research with strong relevance to practice.

¯ To describe examples of nursing research findings that has been meaningfully and successfully 
translated into practice.

¯ To provide opportunities to develop knowledge in nursing field 
¯ To foster and enhance collaborations and partnerships with educational, research and clinical 

institutes.

KEYNOTE SESSIONS 
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Key topic: Future of Nursing

¯ Advance Nursing Practice and Leading Innovations in Nursing

¯ New Era of Nursing Education, Research and Practice
¯ New Technologies in Nursing Education and Practice

¯ Advancing Healthcare Transformation 

¯ Emerging Technologies in Nursing

Key topic: Physical to Digital – The Future of Healthcare 
¯ Telehealth/ E-Health/ M-Health
¯ E- Nursing & Telenursing
¯ Telesurgery & Telemedicine 

¯ Electronic Software for Nursing Documentation
¯ Digital Therapeutics

Key topic: Pathways Transforming Future of Nursing 

¯ Evidence Based Practice in Emergency Preparedness
¯ Recent Trends in Patient Safety and Healthcare

¯ Pandemic Crisis Management
¯ Nursing in Emergency Medicine

Key topic: Digital Health Technologies

¯ Augmented & Virtual Reality in Nursing Education 

¯ Digital Health and Patient Care

¯ Wearable Technology in Healthcare

¯ Digital Transformation in Healthcare

Key topic: Bioinformatics 

¯ Bio-Data in Healthcare
¯ Health Information System

¯ Blockchain Technology

¯ Healthcare Informatics



Who Can Attend ?

¯ Anaesthesia Technicians,
¯ OT Technicians,
¯ Neuroscience Technicians,

¯ Medical Lab Technology Professionals,

¯ Renal Dialysis Technicians,
¯ Radiography Technicians,
¯ Radiotherapy Technicians,
¯  Nuclear Medicine Technicians,

¯ Perfusion Technology Professionals,
¯  Echo Cardiography Technicians,

¯ Trauma Care Management Professionals,

¯ Optometry Professionals,
¯ Forensic Science Technicians,

¯ Clinical Professionals
¯ Researchers &amp; Innovators
¯ Post-Doctoral

¯ Research scholars,
¯ Researchers

¯ Healthcare professionals
¯ Associations, Societies, &amp; Professional Bodies

¯ Physician Assistant,

Convergence Awards & Appreciation program is dedicated to recognizing individuals 
and institutions that have set the standard of excellence during the year. By 
recognizing outstanding service in others and ourselves, we bring prestige to our 
committee professionals and participants. This year could prove to have a grand 
victory to showcase than ever before.

Award Categories
• Young Scientist Award
• Research Excellence Award
• Best Presentation Award
• Best Poster Award
• Outstanding Mentor Award

Organizing Secretary

Name:___________________
Designation:_______________
University/ College:_________

PATRON

Name:___________________
Designation:_______________
University/ College:_________

CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

Name:___________________
Designation:_______________
University/ College:_________

CONFERENCE CONVENER

Name:___________________
Designation:_______________
University/ College:_________

CONFERENCE CO- CONVENER

Name:___________________
Designation:_______________
University/ College:_________

CONFERENCE SECRETARY

Name:___________________
Designation:_______________
University/ College:_________

CONFERENCE JOINT SECRETARY

Name:___________________
Designation:_______________
University/ College:_________

OFFICE BEARERS
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CHIEF PATRON

PUNEET KOTHAPA
Chairman
Narayana Education Society
Nellore

SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS AND TRACKS

¯ Public Health Nursing 
¯ Medical Surgical Nursing

¯ Pediatric Nursing

¯ Oncology Nursing 

¯ Holistic Nursing

¯ Obstetrics and Gynaecological Nursing

¯ Cardiac Nursing 

¯ Mental Health Nursing 

¯ Nursing and Healthcare 

¯ Nurse Protection During Pandemics 

¯ Anesthesia and PeriAnesthesia Nursing

¯ Nursing Administration 
¯ Nursing Education 

¯ Occupational Health Nursing
¯ Advanced Nursing Practices During Pandemic 

¯ Role of Nurses in Diseases Control 

¯ Emergency and Ambulatory Care Nursing

DR. VIJAYAKUMAR.S
Registrar 
Narayana Medical Institutions
Nellore

CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

DR.INDIRA.A
Nursing Dean
Narayana College Of Nursing
Nellore

CONFERENCE CONVENER

DR. KUMARI.V
Vice Principal 
NAAC Coordinator
HOD- Dept. of Obstetrics and Gynecological Nursing 
Narayana College Of Nursing
Nellore

CONFERENCE CO CONVENER

PROF.B .VANAJA KUMARI
Vice Principal 
HOD, Dept Of Community Health Nursing
Narayana College Of Nursing
Nellore

CONFERENCE SECRETARY

PROF.A. LATHA
IQAC Coordinator
HOD, Dept Of Medical Surgical Nursing
Narayana College Of Nursing
Nellore

 CONFERENCE JOINT SECRETARY

R.T. GIRIJA RANI
HOD, Dept Of Nursing Research,
Narayana College Of Nursing
Nellore



( Registration fee including 18% GST)

Registration Details 

Registration Category National Delegates (INR)*

Student

Academician

INR 1000

INR 1500
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International  Delegates (USD)*

Virtual Participants

INR 1300

INR 1800

INR 1200

*All charges are inclusive of 18% GST & lunch coupons for 2 days
Note: After completion of registration, every participant is required to send a scanned copy of the registration fee receipt or transaction proof
to us immediately vial Email or Whatsapp to +91 9345529034

To Register  Click Here
https://thenursingsociety.com/icfn/conference-registration.php

REGISTRATION INCLUDES
For In-Person Participants: 

¤  Access (Entry) to all conference sessions, poster, and exhibition area 
¤  Conference kit 
¤  Certificate accreditation from Organizing Committee
For Virtual Participants: 
¤ This category allows participants to present at the conference virtually from home or 

work without attending In person 
¤  Access to all Presentations 
¤  E-Abstract Book and Program 
¤  E-Certificate 

Presentation Categories
Oral Presentation | E-Oral Presentation | Poster Presentation | E - Poster Presentation |
Video Presentation
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION
You are kindly invited to submit your abstract for presentation to th5  International Conference on
Futuristic Nursing

Online Abstract Submission

Questions regarding Abstract Submission Contact us
nursingscience@bioleagues.com

thEarly Bird Registration :     14  October, 2022

thAbstract Submission Deadline :     20  October, 2022

ndStandard Registration Deadline :  22  October, 2022

thOn spot Registration :  29  October, 2022

Narayana College
Students

Others

USD 300

USD 450

USD 60

 https://thenursingsociety.com/icfn/abstract-submission.php
 https://thenursingsociety.com/icfn/abstract-submission.php


Conference
Glimpses from Previous

Conference Secretariat
+91 93455 29034 or +91 88709 14845

+12027548501 (USA, Canada and Others)
nursing@bioleagues.com
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Conference Secretariat

+91 93455 29034
+12027548501 (USA, Canada and Others)

nursingscience@bioleagues.com
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